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QUESTION 1

Which option for selecting a routing exists when you create a production order? 

A. Automatic selection of a reference operation set 

B. Manual selection based on settings in the order type-dependent parameters 

C. Automatic selection based on the selection ID in the material master 

D. Manual selection based on the list of routings maintained in the material master 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What sequence do you follow in master data maintenance to define the production of a material? 

A. Create work centers -> Create routing -> Create BOM -> Carry out component assignment in work center 

B. Create routing -> Create work centers -> Create BOM -> Carry out component assignment in BOM or routing 

C. Create BOM -> Create work centers -> Create routing -> Carry out component assignment in work center 

D. Create BOM -> Create work centers -> Create routing -> Carry out component assignment in BOM or routing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following master data is necessary for the creation of material reservations for production orders? 

A. Material master records 

B. Production/resource tools 

C. Routings 

D. Production versions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following requirements is supported by using process orders? 

A. Linkage of documents to orders 
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B. Use of production/resource tools 

C. Documentation of the production using an electronic batch record 

D. Use of reference operation sets 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The stock/requirements list for a finished product contains only one sales order and one fixed planned order with the
same quantity. The availability dates for both MRP elements are on working days. The availability date for the fixed
planned order is set to a later date than the one for the sales order. 

However, a corresponding rescheduling exception message does not appear. 

What could be the reasons? (Choose two) 

A. The delta between the availability dates falls within the tolerance window defined in Customizing. 

B. The fixed planned order is outside the rescheduling horizon. 

C. Requirements planning has not been carried out. 

D. The MRP elements are linked via fixed pegging. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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